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Molecular beam epitaxy is an important method for growing thin-�lms and nanostructures. One of the

scienti�c challenges is to understand the fundamental processes that control the evolution of thin �lm

structure and morphology. The results of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations carried out to study the de-

pendence of the submonolayer scaled island-size distribution on the critical island-size are presented and

compared with experiments. A recently developed method which involves a self-consistent coupling of

evolution equations for the capture-zone distributions with rate-equations for the island-size distribu-

tion is also described. Our method explicitly takes into account the existence of a denuded (\capture")

zone around every island and the correlations between the size of an island and the corresponding av-

erage capture zone, and has been used to develop a quantitative rate-equation approach to irreversible

submonolayer growth on a two-dimensional substrate. The resulting predictions for the capture-zones,

capture numbers, and island-size distributions are in excellent agreement with experimental results and

kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.
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I. Introduction

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is one of the most e�ective techniques for growing high

purity materials including a variety of semiconductors and magnetic materials for applica-

tions in electronic and optoelectronic devices [1,2]. In this method a constant ux of atoms

impinge under ultrahigh vaccuum conditions on a substrate held at a �xed temperature to

grow a high quality crystalline material. The long-standing scienti�c challenge in this area

has been to model epitaxial growth conditions and understand what are the fundamental

processes that control the evolution of epitaxial structure and morphology.

The fundamental physical processes in the growth of thin �lms by molecular beam epitaxy

involve nucleation, aggregation and coalescence of islands on a two-dimensional substrate

[1] - [3]. In the submonolayer and early multilayer regime this leads to the formation of

a distribution of islands of various sizes and morphologies which grow and coalesce with

time. The island-size distribution exhibits a general dynamic scaling behavior, similar to

that observed in aggregation [4] and vapor-deposited thin-�lm growth [5,6], but the island

morphology depends on the microscopic details of the growth process such as the deposition

rate, temperature, island-relaxation mechanisms and the structure of the substrate.

The scaling behavior in the submonolayer is important for a variety of reasons. For

example, the experimental and theoretical study of the scaling behavior of the island-density

and distribution in the submonolayer regime may be used to determine a variety of important

microscopic parameters in epitaxial growth. In particular, a study of the scaling of the island

density as a function of deposition rate and temperature, has enabled the determination of

such quantities as the activation energy for monomer di�usion as well as the critical island

size for island nucleation in a variety of systems [7] - [19].

In addition, the submonolayer regime has important consequences for multilayer growth.

For example, due to the existence in many systems of a so-called Ehrlich-Schwoebel (ES)

barrier for interlayer di�usion [20], i.e. an additional barrier beyond that for normal di�usion

for atoms to hop down from the edge of an island, the quality of multilayer �lm growth

may be strongly a�ected by the island-distribution and morphology in the submonolayer
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[12,21]. In particular, the e�ects of the barrier, combined with the island-size distribution

and morphology, may determine whether growth is \layer-by-layer" or three-dimensional.

As an example, the reentrant RHEED oscillations which occur with decreasing temperature

in Pt/Pt(111) growth have been shown [22,23] to be due to a change in island morphology

with decreasing temperature combined with the existence of a �nite barrier for hopping down

a step. As another example, the addition of impurities on a surface has recently been shown

[12] to lead to improved layer-by-layer growth, since the increased island density due to

heterogeneous nucleation leads to a reduced island size thus promoting interlayer di�usion.

This paper is a review of some of the recent progress that has been made in understanding

submonolayer epitaxial growth. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II,

we introduce the concept of critical island size and discuss the general rate-equation theory

and scaling in submonolayer epitaxial growth. As already mentioned, an understanding

of submonolayer growth is important not only in explaining the microscopic mechanisms

involved in island growth and nucleation, but also in understanding the various growth modes

involved in later multilayer growth and in surface roughening. In Section III, we present the

results of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations for the scaled island-size distribution as a function

of critical island size and compare with experiments. In Section IV, we present a new self-

consistent rate-equation approach to island-size distributions for the case of irreversible

growth. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section V.

II. Rate Equation Theory and Scaling of the Island-Size Distribution

The fundamental quantity in the kinetic description of island growth is the island size

distribution function Ns(t), which gives the density of islands of size s (where s is the number

of atoms or particles in the island) at time t. The traditional method for studying the kinetics

of cluster growth processes is based on the theoretical approach developed by Smoluchowski

[24] who wrote down an equation for the evolution of the cluster size distribution using a

mean-�eld argument which neglects uctuations and geometry. For the case in which only

monomers di�use, one can write down a simple set of equations [25,26] governing the density

of monomers N1 and the density Ns(t) of islands of size s at time t. Including dissociation
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but ignoring both coalescence and the contribution to island growth due to arriving adatoms

landing directly on top of an island, one has generally,

dN1

dt
= F � 2�1DN2

1 �N1D
X
s�2

�sNs +
X
s>1

sNs (1)

dNs

dt
= N1D(�s�1Ns�1 � �sNs)� sNs + s+1Ns+1 (s > 1) (2)

where D is the monomer di�usion rate, F is the deposition rate, and the �s (s) govern the

rate of attachment (detachment) of adatoms on the substrate from islands of size s. The

�rst three terms on the right of Eq. 1 correspond to the processes of monomer deposition,

monomer capture by the formation of dimers, and monomer attachment to islands respec-

tively, while the fourth term corresponds to the rate at which monomers detach from existing

islands. Similarly, the �rst term in parentheses on the right of Eq. 2 corresponds to the rate

at which islands of size s � 1 are converted to islands of size s by addition of monomers,

while the second term corresponds to the creation of islands of size s + 1 by addition of

monomers to islands of size s, and the last two terms account for similar conversions due to

detachment of monomers.

While the dependence of s on island size s may be quite complicated, in general one

assumes, in analogy with nucleation theory, [25,26] that there exists a critical island size i,

such that islands of size larger than i are more likely to grow than to shrink, while islands

smaller than i are more likely to break up. More simply, one may assume that s = 0 for

s > i, so that i corresponds to one less than the size of the smallest stable island. Then the

solution of the rate-equations involves simply the knowledge of the detachment rates s for

s < i as well as the (average) capture numbers �s.

Since the coverage � = Ft is often more convenient for comparison with experiments, we

express the time dependence of the island size distribution and its moments in terms of �.

De�ning the total island density N (excluding monomers) and the coverage � by,

N =
X
s�2

Ns(�) and � =
X
s�1

sNs; (3)
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then the average island size S can be written in terms of the zeroth and �rst moments as,

[27,28]

S =

P
s�2 sNs(�)P
s�2Ns(�)

=
(� �N1)

N
(4)

where N1 is the monomer density.

According to the dynamic scaling assumption [4] there exists only one characteristic size

in the problem which is the mean island size S(�) de�ned in (3). This implies that Ns(�)

scales with S(�) and one may write generally Ns(�) = A(S; �)fi(s=S), where fi(u) is the

scaling function for the island size distribution corresponding to the case in which the value

of the critical island size is equal to i. Using the de�nition of � and the scaling form for

the island-size distribution one can write, � =
P

s�1 sNs(�) = A(S; �)S2
R1
0

fi(u)udu which

implies A(S; �) � �=S2. Taking A(S; �) = �=S2, one may write the general scaling form [5],

[27]- [33],

Ns(�) = � S�2fi(s=S): (s � 2) (5)

where the scaling function fi(u) satis�es,Z 1

0

fi(u) u du = 1 (6)

where fi(u) � u!i for u << 1. At late time, one expects the monomer density N1 to be

much smaller than the coverage � so that in the scaling regime N1 << � and S ' �=N . This

implies the scaling relation, N ' �=S, which leads to the additional sum-rule,Z 1

0

fi(u) du = 1 (7)

Using the sum-rules (6) and (7), along with the assumption that !i = i, and that fi(u)

has a peak at u = 1, we have derived an approximate expression for the scaling function

fi(u) of the form [31],

fi(u) = Ciu
ie�iaiu

1=ai (8)

where the constants Ci and ai satisfy the expressions,
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�[(i + 2)ai]

�[(i + 1)ai]
= (iai)

ai Ci =
(iai)

(i+1)ai

ai�[(i+ 1)ai]
(9)

III. Model and Simulations

In order to investigate the scaling behavior of the submonolayer island density and size-

distribution as a function of critical island size i, we have studied [31] - [35] a simpli�ed

model in which atoms are randomly deposited at a rate F per site per unit time onto a

regular (square or triangular) lattice while monomers, including those deposited on top of

existing islands, are assumed to di�use at the rate D = D0e
�Ea=kBT in units of nearest-

neighbor hops per unit time. In our model a monomer becomes stable when it has at least

z nearest-neighbors, so that the critical island size i depends on both the underlying lattice

and z (see Fig. 1). For atoms which have 0 < n < z nearest-neighbor surface atoms, we

assume that the activation energy for di�usion is given by En so that the relative di�usion

rate is given by rn = Dn=D = e��En=kBT where �En = En � Ea. In order to study the

e�ects of edge-di�usion on island morphology we have also included an additional parameter

re = e��Ee=kBT corresponding to di�usion of atoms with one-nearest neighbor (i.e. \1-bond

di�usion") along the edge of an island. By varying rn, re, and z and studying various lattices,

we have studied the island-size distribution, density, and morphology for i = 0; 1; 2 and 3.

Fig. 2 (a) shows our kinetic Monte Carlo results for the island-size distribution scaling

function for the case i = 1, obtained from simulations of extended islands on square and

triangular lattices with z = 1, corresponding to deposition with irreversible nearest-neighbor

attachment. The open circles and triangles correspond to simulations without edge-di�usion,

which leads to fractal islands, while the open diamonds correspond to simulations of com-

pact square islands with �nite edge-di�usion. Also shown (solid curve) is the approximate

expression (8) for f1(u), along with experimental results for Fe/Fe(100) deposition in the

temperature range 20o C - 207o C [13]. As can be seen, there is good agreement between our

simulation results and the approximate analytical form (8) as well as with the Fe/Fe(100)

experimental results. We note however, that the island-size distribution scaling function

f1(u) appears to depend on the island morphology for small u [31], [35], since for fractal
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islands f1(0) appears to approach zero at �nite coverage with increasing D=F [35], while for

compact islands f1(0) remains �nite, in contrast to the prediction of Eq. 8.

The case i = 2, for which the minimal stable island is a trimer, was simulated using a

simple model on a triangular lattice in which any atom with two or more nearest-neighbors

is irreversibly `frozen' (i.e. z = 2). The additional activation energy �E1 for an atom which

has only one bond is taken to be �nite. Figure 2 (b) shows our simulation results for the

island-size distribution scaling function for i = 2 with D=F = 107 � 108, � = 0:1 � 0:4 for

r1 = 0:003; 0:05, and 1. Also shown is the approximate analytic form (8) for f2(u) which

agrees quite well with our simulation results.

The case i = 3 has been suggested as the critical cluster size for Fe/Fe (100) deposition

at elevated temperatures [14] since at these temperatures the probability of one-bond de-

tachment becomes signi�cant while the probability of two-bond detachment is negligible. In

this case the minimal stable con�guration is a tetramer (see Fig. 1) and we have studied a

similar model as for i = 2 but on a square lattice. As can be seen in Fig. 2(c) the simulation

results (both with and without enhanced edge di�usion) cover a wide range of coverages as

well as values of D=F and r1. There is again very good agreement between all our simu-

lation results and the approximate analytical form (8) as well as the experiments. Finally,

we note that the case i = 0, which corresponds to the spontaneous nucleation or `freezing'

of monomers has also been studied by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations [31], [34] and good

agreement with experiments [16] has been found.

IV. Self-Consistent Rate-Equation Approach to Island-Size Distributions

While the scaled island-size distributions may be calculated via kinetic Monte Carlo

simulations as discussed above, and are reasonably well approximated for extended islands

using the approximate form (8), we would like to be able to predict the scaled distributions

fi(u) as a function of the critical island size i from �rst-principles. Unfortunately, even

for the case of irreversible growth (i = 1), use of the rate-equation approach with simple

choices for the capture numbers �s (i.e. �s � sp with 0 � p � 1=2) leads to a scaled

island-size distribution function which diverges in the limit of large D=F [27], [31], [36].
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Similarly, while a self-consistent rate-equation (RE) approach has recently been developed

[37] which can quantitatively predict average quantities such as the total island density N(�)

and monomer density N1(�) in the pre-coalescence regime, such an approach does not lead

to correct predictions for the island-size distributions. Self-consistent rate-equation results

for the island density and monomer density have also been obtained for one-dimensional

growth [38] and for reversible two-dimensional growth [39]. However, in all cases the island-

size distributions are not correctly predicted. The reason is that spatial and temporal

correlations in the growth of islands [40{42] are neglected in these approaches.

Here we review a novel calculation scheme [43] which captures the essential correlations

between the size of the island, the corresponding average capture zone, and the capture num-

ber. A second set of equations, coupled to the usual rate-equations, is used to describe the

evolution of the island-size dependent capture zones. The combined set of equations leads to

size- and coverage-dependent capture numbers �s(�) in good agreement with experimental

[41] and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation results [27]. Furthermore, numerical inte-

gration of the island-density rate-equations with these capture numbers leads to island-size

distributions in good agreement with KMC simulations.

IV.A. Rate-equations for irreversible growth

Dividing Eqs. (1) and (2) by the deposition rate F , and including the e�ects of atoms

landing directly on islands, the RE's for irreversible growth may be written,

dN1

d�
=  � 2N1 � 2R�1N

2
1 � RN1

X
s�2

�sNs (10)

dNs

d�
= RN1 (�s�1Ns�1 � �sNs) + ks�1Ns�1 � ksNs; for s � 2; (11)

where � is the coverage and  is the fraction of the substrate not covered by islands. Here,

the kinetic constant R = D=F is the ratio of the di�usion constant D to the deposition ux

F , where D = Dh=4 for the case of isotropic nearest-neighbor hopping with rate Dh on a

two-dimensional isotropic square lattice. The terms with �s describe the rate of monomer

capture by other monomers or by existing islands, while the terms with ks (where ks = s2=df
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and df is the fractal dimension of the islands [37]) correspond to the deposition of adatoms

directly on islands of size s.

IV.B. Monomer Di�usion and Local Capture Numbers

In what follows we restrict the discussion to the case of two-dimensional growth, but

our approach may also be extended to one-dimensional growth [43], [44]. In order to take

into account the correlation between an island and its local capture zone, we consider the

following model for the environment of an island. An island of size s is approximated by a

circular region of radius Rs = � s1=df , where � is a \geometrical" prefactor which accounts

for the circular approximation of the island area while the fractal dimension df depends

on the morphology of the island. The area surrounding the island is divided into an inner

(Rs < r < Rex) and an outer region (Rex < r < 1). The inner region corresponds to an

\exclusion" zone in which only monomers can be found. The area of the exclusion zone Aex

is assumed to be proportional to the area A of the Voronoi polygon surrounding the island,

i.e. Aex = �A where the factor � (typically larger than 1) is assumed to be the same for

all islands. Accordingly, the radius of this zone is Rex =
p
� R, where R =

p
A=� is the

\radius" of the Voronoi polygon. In the outer region, corresponding to r > Rex, we assume

a \smeared" uniform distribution of monomers and islands which is independent of the size

of the central island, as in Ref. [37].

This geometry naturally leads to the de�nition of a mean-�eld \nucleation" length �1 =

1=
p
2�1N1 and to that of a monomer \capture" length � = (2�1N1 +

P
s�2 �sNs)

�1=2. In

terms of these quantities, and de�ning � = �1=�, one can obtain the following quasistatic

di�usion equation [45] satis�ed by the local monomer density,

r2n1 '
(
��21 (n1 � �2(N1=)); for Rs < r � Rex,

��2(n1 �N1=); for r > Rex.
(12)

The explicit solution of Eq. (12), with appropriate boundary conditions for irreversible

growth, is used to determine the local capture number ~�s(A) = (2�Rs=N1)(@n1=@r)Rs for

s � 2. The monomer capture number �1 is also obtained by taking the limit of no exclusion

zone, i.e. Rex = R1. After choosing a reasonable value for �, the decay length � and the
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geometrical prefactor � are self-consistently obtained by requiring that the capture-number

condition, ��2 = ��21 +
P

s�2 �sNs and monomer-density condition that the average monomer

density in all the Voronoi cells must equal N1, are satis�ed at all coverages [45].

IV.C. Voronoi Area Distribution Evolution Equations

In order to compute the capture numbers �s = h~�s(A)iGs(A), one has to determine the

Voronoi-area distributionGs(�;A), where Gs(�;A) is the number density (per site) of islands

of size s surrounded by a Voronoi cell of area A. Taking into account the change in the areas

by nucleation and aggregation of islands, and ignoring for the moment the break-up of

Voronoi areas when new islands are nucleated, one can write a general set of evolution

equations for the functions Gs(�;A) in the following form,

dG2(�;A)

d�
= (dN=d�) �(A� Aav)�RN1~�2(A)G2(�;A); (13)

dGs(�;A)

d�
= RN1 [~�s�1(A)Gs�1(�;A)� ~�s(A)Gs(�;A)] (s � 3): (14)

The �rst term on the right side of (13) corresponds to nucleation of dimers while the re-

maining terms in (13) and (14) correspond to growth of islands via aggregation. It has been

assumed that the Voronoi areas around the (new) dimers nucleated at coverage � are equal

to the average Voronoi area at that coverage, Aav = 1=N . The break-up of larger areas due

to nucleation, neglected in (14), will be accounted for through a uniform rescaling to be

justi�ed a posteriori.

In principle, Eqs. (13) and (14) can be numerically integrated. However, if the local

capture number ~�s(A) has no explicit dependence on the island-size s (as in the case of

point islands), then an analytic solution can be obtained. We therefore consider the mean-

�eld approximation ~�s(A) ' ~�S(A) (where S = (��N1)=N is the average island size). After

changing the coverage variable to xA =
R �
�A
R N1(�) ~�S(A) d� (where 1=N(�A) = A de�nes

�A), (13) and (14) can be solved in closed form [43],

Gs(xA;A) = BA xs�2A e�xA=(s� 2)! (s � 2): (15)
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In the aggregation regime Eq. (15) corresponds to a sharply peaked distribution as a function

of A whose peak position Âs satis�es

xÂs
= s� 2; (16)

and, using the appropriate expression for the local capture number ~�s(A), one can approxi-

mate �s = ~�s(Âs).

Because the e�ects of break-up of Voronoi cells due to nucleation have been neglected

in (13) and (14), the Voronoi areas Âs must be rescaled so that the average Voronoi area

is equal to Aav = 1=N as described in detail in [43,45] (in the case of extended islands

additional geometrical corrections are included ). Accordingly, the capture numbers are

approximated by �s = ~�s(A
0
s) where A

0
s is the rescaled and corrected Âs.

IV.D. Results

We have numerically integrated the island-density rate-equations (10) - (11) coupled

with the solution of the Voronoi-area evolution equations (13) - (14) as described above,

in order to calculate the scaled island-size distributions f(s=S) = (S2=�) Ns(�) and scaled

capture-number and capture-zone distributions for the case of irreversible growth on both

one- and two-dimensional substrates. Fig. 3 shows typical results for the case of compact

islands (df = 2) in two-dimensions. As can be seen in Fig. 3(a), there is excellent agreement

between the calculated scaled island-size distribution f(s=S) (solid line) and kinetic Monte

Carlo simulations (symbols), in contrast to the corresponding mean-�eld (MF) prediction

(dashed line). Our RE predictions for the capture-number distribution for compact islands

are also in very good agreement with experimental results for two di�erent materials and

growth conditions from Ref. [41] as shown in Fig. 3(b). The reason for this is that the

explicit inclusion of size correlations in the rate equations has led to correct expressions

for the capture zones and capture numbers. Similar good agreement with simulations has

also been obtained [43], [45] for both point and fractal islands in two-dimensions, as well as

for both point and extended islands in one-dimension [44], although in the latter case the

details of the calculation of the capture zones and numbers are somewhat di�erent due to
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the existence of strong spatial uctuations.

V. Conclusions

Over the past few years great progress has been made in our understanding of epitaxial

growth using simple realistic models as well as scaling ideas and rate-equation analyses. This

has led to a good quantitative explanation of a number of recent experiments in submonolayer

growth (for a review see Ref. [46]). For example, the role of the critical island size and its

variation with deposition rate and temperature has been shown to be crucial in determining

the island-size distribution and morphology in submonolayer growth. In particular, we

have shown that our simulation results for the scaled island-size distribution give very good

agreement with experiments corresponding to critical island sizes i = 0 � 3. By using a

self-consistent rate-equation approach in which the existence of a denuded (\capture") zone

around every island and the correlations between the size of the island and the corresponding

average capture zone are explicitly taken into account, we have also obtained rate-equation

results for the island size-distribution, capture zones, and capture numbers in very good

agreement with experimental results and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations for the case of

irreversible growth.

Future studies of both submonolayer and multilayer growth will focus on a more detailed

understanding of the e�ects of microscopic interactions using more realistic models. Of

particular interest are the e�ects of small-cluster di�usion and many-body interactions on

the island density scaling behavior and on the island-size distribution. We note that it

should be possible to extend the coupled rate-equation method presented here to the case

of reversible growth, in order to predict the scaled island-size distribution as a function

of the critical island size i. We also expect that the basic idea of coupled evolution of

the capture-zones and island densities included in our approach may be used in the rate-

equation modeling of a wide variety of problems involving cluster nucleation and growth by

aggregation.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Diagram showing stable island con�gurations for di�erent critical island sizes i = 0

to 3. The case z = 1 corresponds to i = 1 on any lattice, while z = 2 corresponds to i = 2

and 3 on triangular and square lattices respectively. Also shown is the case i = 0 which

corresponds to freezing of monomers.

Fig. 2: Comparison of kinetic Monte Carlo simulation results (open symbols), Eq. 8 (solid

line), and experimental results for Fe/Fe(100) (�lled symbols) for the island-size distribution

scaling function fi(u) for i = 1; 2; and 3. (a) i = 1. Simulation results are for � = 0:1� 0:4

with r1 = 0, R = 108 � 109, and re = 0 � 10�4. Experimental data [14] are for T = 20

oC - 207 oC. (b) i = 2. Simulation results are for � = 0:1 � 0:4, R = 107 � 108, and

r1 = 0:003 � 1. (c) i = 3. Simulation results on a square lattice for � = 0:06 � 0:3 with

R = 5� 109� 1011, r1 = 10�4� 2:5� 10�6, and re = 0� 10�2. Experimental results are for

T = 301oC (diamonds) and T = 356oC (circles).

Fig. 3: Scaled island-size and capture-number distributions for compact islands on a two-

dimensional substrate (R = 0:25� 108). Open symbols in (b) are experimental results from

[41] for Cu/Co on Ru(0001) (diamonds) and for Ag/Ag(100) (circles).
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